Immersion Applications with M-Vision Projectors

Project: Malaysia Pavilion

Malaysia’s Biodiversity Haven: “A gift from Nature” was the main theme of the Malaysia Pavilion at EXPO 2012, the sub-theme being “A Sea Of Life, A Harmony Of Living.”

Projection technology played a major part in the attraction, the center of this being the “Aquarium.”

This was a 360° projection onto a 7m dome providing an underwater experience from the point of view of the seabed itself. Real marine life-like barracudas, turtles and manta rays have been filmed and appear swimming above the visitors.

Projector Requirements

The requirement of the projectors was to deliver the stunning lifelike imagery on the complete 7 metre, 6 channel dome.

Why Digital Projection were chosen

The proven reliability and extensive feature list of Digital Projection’s M-Vision range meant that domeprojection were confident in the use of the range for such a critical application.

This reliability, coupled with the small chassis of the M-Vision meant that they could be installed with ease and not detract from the main attraction - the stunning 360° projection.

Above: Stunning underwater scenes projected 360° in a 7m, 6 channel dome with M-Vision projectors.

Key Features of M-Vision range

- 750 - 5,500 Lumen output
- Single Chip DLP Projectors
- LED and UHP Lamp models available.
- BrilliantColor™ for increased system brightness.
- Adaptive Contrast with frame-by-frame content analysis.
- Pixel based, motion adaptive interpolation and auto cadence correction.
- Image enhancement for MPEG, Mosquito noise & Color Transients in composite sources.
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